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Francis Lasalle

Francis Lasalle is a player character played by waylan16.

Francis Lasalle

Species: Nepleslian/ID-SOL
Gender: Male

Age: 21
Height: 7'1“
Weight: 285 lbs

Organization:

Occupation: Marine General Infantry
Rank: P3C

Current Placement: 4th Fleet

Preferred Plots:
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4th AASP Fleet1.
NSS Altomir2.
Cirrus Station3.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 7' 1''
Mass: 285 lbs
Measurements:

Build and Skin Color: Francis is stocky and broad shouldered for his height and partially defined(he's
working on it). Francis has medium white skin that is slightly tanned, similar to a French skin tone (type
III tone).

Eyes and Facial Features: Francis has a green right eye and a cybernetic left eye. The cybernetic eye
gives him night and infra-red vision. He has a broad, cleft chin and square jaws.

Ears: He has a round, wide, human right ear and a cybernetic left ear of the same style. The cybernetic
ear has no special benefits; it is no better than his original ear was.

Hair Color and Style: He has slicked back, dark brown hair, and long sideburns. He also has a small,
controlled Van Dyke facial hairstyle.

Distinguishing Features: Francis has a standard cybernetic left leg below the knee that increases his
strength in that leg by 80% and a cybernetic left hand with a magnet installed in the palm for improved
grip. He has minor scars and burns running along the left half of his body.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Francis has a lot of repressed emotions, mostly sadness and anger because of all the
violence he saw in Nepleslia's mega-cities. His father, an ex ID-SOL marine and Nepleslian police officer
has instilled in him a sense of right and wrong, but this was somewhat distorted by the criminal activities
that were commonplace in his neighborhood as a child. Francis' childhood also taught him that friends
are hard to come by so the ones you have you hold onto. Francis is a team player. He is also very willing
to please because he was not given much approval by his father as a child. Therefore, he is very
determined to get the tasks he is given done successfully.

Likes: He likes reading, watching movies, playing chess an video games, using his head, and
occasional solitude.
Dislikes: He dislikes Yamataians, gangs, slow learners, and sushi.
Goals: His goals are to rise to an influential position in the NSMC and to use that influence to carve
out his own spot in Nepleslian history.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Francis has an ID-SOL father, Jack Lasalle, which is why he is so stocky. Francis never knew his mother,
because she died in childbirth. He has an older half-sister on his mother's side, Annette, who is a
sergeant in the Nepleslian police.

Pre-RP

Francis grew up in a lower-class area of a Nepleslian mega-city. He had an average childhood,and was
raised around the gang violence common in those areas. Francis had one friend in the world in his early
years; his older sister Annette, or Annie. He adores his sister to this day. His father Jack did not give him
much attention as a child, so Francis grew to be accustomed to solitude. This is where he developed an
avid love of reading. It took him away from the pain of lower-class life. As he grew up, he managed to
make a few other friends, most of whom he is still friends with to this day.

During his teenage years, Francis got swept up into the crime that surrounded him for financial reasons.
He started work as a messenger for a small local gang at age 14. At 15, he started working on the illegal
slave trade in addition to running messages. At 16, his life of crime cost Francis. While he was running a
message to his CO in the gang, a firefight sprung up around him in the middle of a street. He drew his
.45, fired two shots, and then a car exploded next to him, claiming his left eye, ear, hand, and leg below
the knee. He also recieved burns and scars. Francis had cybernetics implanted to replace his missing
body parts, and corrective surgery to heal the burns and scars, which still remain to some extent today.
The gang that Francis fought against consisted mainly of Yamataians, which left a distinct dislike for the
Yamataians in his head. For the next five years, Francis struggled to pull out of his criminal past, but
eventually overcame this obstacle.

As an escape from his past, he joined the NSMC at age 21. His boot camp and basic training was the
average experience. He had a difficult time making friends among his classmates, but this gave him
determination that he used to drive him to do his best in training. He graduated in the top 25% of his
class.

Skills

Communication : Francis is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, ships, ground
vehicles, power armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. He is fluent in
Nepleslian. He can speak and write it correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue
orders under fire, etc. Francis is skilled in field communications and is proficient in all rudimentary forms
of communication.
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Fighting : Francis received intensive hand-to-hand combat training that was primarily focused on
disabling and/or killing opponents, and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program.
Weapons he is trained in include pistols of all types, knives, grenades, other forms of explosive
weaponry, and rifles of all kinds. Francis is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance.
He is also able to pilot land-based power armors, but must rely on the suit’s A.I. to do anything advanced.

Survival: Francis knows how to survive in hostile environments. He can build shelters, hunt and forage for
food, build a fire, etc. He can camouflage himself and is familiar with guerrilla warfare tactics. Francis is
capable of long periods of survival in the wilderness, deserts, and other forbidding environments.

Strategy (Tactics/discipline): Francis can understand and give out tactical commands and work with his
troop to follow those commands efficiently. He knows the importance of teamwork on the battlefield, has
been intensively trained in discipline and morale, and is able to recognize the command structure even
while under extreme pressure. He is able to recognize ambush points. He knows basic math in order to
calculate distances, etc, and can use a tactical map.

Technology Operation: Francis knows how to operate most computers, nodal systems, and data pads.
During his time with his gang, he recieved training on how to use electronic systems and basic hacking.
He is familiar with the hacking techniques associated with these devices and can perform basic repairs
on electronic systems if given the proper tools and time.

Maintenance and Repair : Francis is familiar with and able to fix most problems with vehicle components
and to an extent, systems. While not necessarily well-versed on how a part functions and the theory
behind each, he will be able to keep things operating within normal parameters.

Vehicles (land vehicles): Francis is familiar with how to effectively pilot most ground vehicles. He can
make rudimentary repairs to his vehicle. In addition, he has one vehicle type in which he is particularly
skilled at operating. While inside this vehicle, the K1b Light Personnel Vehicle, Francis can perform
difficult maneuvers under high stress. He is also proficient in repairing this type of vehicle (if given the
proper tools and time).

Inventory

Francis Lasalle has the following items:

Clothing

Uniform

1 EM-G7 Emrys Environ suit
2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
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2 Khaki cargo pants
1 Beret, green, with flash patch
1 NSMC Field Cap, Type 33
1 pair gloves, leather, black
1 pair boots, black (or khaki)
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 Belt, dark brown
1 Nepleslian Dress Uniform (YE 33) (full outfit with white pistol belt, gloves, pants, and boots)

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green
2 Work-out shorts, khaki
4 pairs green ankle Socks
1 pair green low-top sneaker shoes

1 Pair of trunks, green, fleet number on right leg

Weapons and Weapon Accessories

* 1 Heavy Assault Rifle

* 1 Utility Combat Knife M01A

* 1 Marine Combat Axe Model 01c

* 1 Revolver, HHG ‘High Hybrid Gun’, with two extra HJP magazines (comes with brown pistol belt)

* 1 Zen Armaments .357 Pistol (comes with brown pistol belt and 60 rounds)

Accessories

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.
Starting pay of: 6000 DA
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Finances

Francis Lasalle is currently a P3C in the Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
6000 DA Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Francis Lasalle
Character Owner waylan16
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSMC
Rank Private
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